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About This Content

Add an additional 72 weapon storage slots. Choose the right weapon for the job, and conquer Raid Mode!

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to play.
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11/10 i finnaly went to hell. Good quality and quick, even with very high resolution textures. Awesome!. this game is really
really fun to play and i can not say i have seen any bug fullstop looks amazing runs smooth lots of funny things spoiler alert
when i first shot my self in the face very funny indeed stop thinking should i buy should i not well the answer is you be pretty
dumb not to its one of a kind 10\/10. THIS REVIEW IS A WORK IN PROGRESS. I WILL UPDATE IT IF THE OTHER
EPISODES COME OUT. But if they dont this is getting a negative review. Sam Glyph is a an adventure game where we play as
Sam. He is a detective who is out of work but one day he gets a job offer he cant refuse. After that he is pulled back into the
game after a failed assasination attempt. So how is Sam Glyph ? I really like the first episode and its shows alot of promise for
the game but theres a bunch of negatives i want to talk about right now. The game has bugged achievements so if youre a
completionist just skip this one. But be carefull cause this game might be a scam. The devs of this game promised the next
episode to be huge as it was in development for almost a year now. The dev in october stated that the second episode would be
out before christmas. But the dev went silent for over 100 days and there is no updates for the game so i think this might be a
scam. To get this game just for the first episode is now worth it cause its only like 15 minutes long. Only get this if episode 2
comes out and youre interested in it. I give Sam Glyph Episode 1 a 5\/10

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. I got this
DLC free when I pre-ordered the game, the heists are fun, though quite intense for low levels and a low payday for higher
levels. Trainheist is a great mission to test a teams skill.

Gun wise the Commando is my go to weapon with stats outstripping the car 4, plus it looks so damn sexy. I can't rate this gun
high enough
The swedish K is a great stealth gun, but otherwise never seen
And the Gruber is my go to stealth gun due to being a Mastermind. inbuilt laser module makes it great for big oil (attach a light)
and concealment is high..  Dat moment when you realise 4 tiger tanks just killed a whole US tank brigade 

 the Italian campaign makes me think that maybe they are not♥♥♥♥♥♥fighters, but the missions for them are
literarily♥♥♥♥♥♥. Best Football sim on steam !. First solo effort from Allicorn Games (1 half of Puppygames). Does not
disappoint.
As a Doomday Weapon, your only goal is to travel through the galaxy destroying everything in the way. What's not to love.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvyQNkXevLc
Starting in casual mode at level one at a steady pace, you alternate between either salvage collection or traveling close enough to
each planets surface to deploy the Heckabomb and turn it into space dust. Between levels getting the opportunity to spend the
salvage collected on upgrades which range from enhancing your base stats and gear to backup weapons, bombs and defenses.

Every 10 levels you get challenged by a boss, which you can either face up to or shy away from and just survive long enough
activate the Heckabomb. Killing them without using the bomb rewards you with special upgrades, so it's well worth your time.
Progress through the game will also unlock new modes. Hardcore, Survival and AI Duel, which all speak for themselves really.

Visuals that didn't skip a beat, extremely responsive controls, fantastic psy-trance soundtrack and a decent price point, all make
this an easy recommend. If you're looking for a twin stick shooter to scratch that itch, this is most likely the game for you. :)
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I could not click on any of the buttons on the Menu page. Anyone experiencing the same issue or has a solution for it?. Initially
was ridiculously frustrated as joystick was not recognised

go to STEAM>SETTINGS>CONTROLLER and make sure all are unselected.

once done they will show up and its easy to bind the controls.

so far i havent played much at all just confirmed its working, but framerate and performance is good and with a bit of polish
and love could be a decent fun filled flight sim (miles and miles better FPS than DCS)

game isnt pretty but that is ok, as i really want something that feels right and feels like you really are flying and to do this you
need a staggering framerate.. It's an ok game. Not the world's best Otome game but not the worst either. It has more smut than
Pub Encounter.
I would recommend it for people who are new to Otome or interactive VN who don't mind sexy scenes.. I never actually knew
this game existed during the PS2 days, yet now as a remaster I am very happy that I have gotten to experience this adorable little
gem of a game.

A colorful and warm adventure platformer, plenty of treasure hunting, side-puzzlesolving and a satisfying freestyle combat.
Albeit some questionable level design and amusingly low quality voice acting. Mass buying bombs from the shop is just plain
awkward.. While a tad overpriced in and of its own right, the DLC content offered here is far, far superior to that released for
the first Tomb Raider reboot. Especially for those of us drawn to the decidedly "spookier" side of the Tomb Raider mythos.

  The highlight, hands-down, is the Baba Yaga "optional tomb", which is quite the epic mini-adventure in its own right. The
story is very good (if a tad far-fetched!), and the difficulty levels of both the puzzles and final boss fight are certainly aimed at
those older-school Croft fans who feel the new games are a tad on the dumb 'n' easy side (I'm not one of those people, but I
know they exist, so I'm particularly recommending this to them).

  The Blood Ties mini-game also offers some rather excellent additional story content, while the zombie-shooting mayhem of
"Cold Darkness Awakened" is sufficiently distracting for a spell. The other stuff - y'know, costumes, a co-op endurance mode,
that kinda thing - is of little interest to me personally, but certainly adds to the overall value of the package.

  Of course, you now get all this content with the 20 Year Celebration edition of Rise of the Tomb Raider whether you like it or
not, so this review mainly concerns those people who bought the base game before that time. My advice to these people?
Definitely wait for a sale. Hell, you've waited THIS long...you can wait a bit longer, right? Half-price would be a very, very fair
price for what's on offer here; less than that a downright bargain.

  A must-have, ultimately, for anyone who loved the main game; but don't expect more than ten hours of extra playtime, unless
you're a particularly dedicated fan of survival and\/or multiplayer modes.

  Verdict: 9.5\/10.. This is a very exciting 2D platformer. I liked the fact that there was a story line and the fact that collecting
coins had an actual purpose unlike some other games of the same kind. I recommend this game to anyone that likes games with
an 80s style.. Puzzle game with creative challenges. Just my kind of game. ^_^ <3. I could have been drinking. Instead I got this
game. Now I'm 59 cents poorer and I want to drink even more.
11/10 for giving me literal and figurative AIDS, and for me wanting to kill myself. Title doesnt mention it, but this is a game for
USA presidential election and not an actual Campaign of sorts. Only noticed when i saw the north american flag. My miss for
not noticing it but i was actually expecting a Campaign based game where you make Campaigns for whatever is relevant and not
an election thing.

accidentally changed the resolution to a size thats bigger than my monitor limit and now i cant click any button because it offsets
by quite a few pixels down. can still click for votes but cant buy anything. cant change back the resolution since the pixel offset
wont let me. also whos those people talking nonstop. seriously annoying.. Terrible, terrible game.
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